
Year 10 Entry Level Science Big Picture
Biology
The human body is composed of structures called organs, which are organised 
into organ systems that carry out all of the key processes of life. These systems 
all require energy, which is contained in food and released in the cell by 
respiration. The organ systems are responsible for delivering food and oxygen 
to the cells and taking away waste. 

All these key processes, including reproduction, are coordinated by the 
nervous system and a hormone system. A healthy body can be maintained by a 
balanced diet, exercise and a healthy lifestyle. Health can be damaged by 
microbes, which can cause infectious diseases. The body can defend itself 
against most diseases but will sometimes need drugs in order to alleviate the 
symptoms and speed recovery.

Chemistry

Matter is composed of tiny particles called atoms and there are about 100 
naturally occurring types of atoms called elements. Elements are shown in the 
periodic table and are either metals or non-metals. 

Atoms are the building blocks for all substances. When two or more elements 
combine chemically a compound is produced. Different substances have 
different combinations of atoms joined together in different ways, which gives 
them different properties, such as whether they are solid, liquid or gaseous at 
room temperature. 

Many materials we use are mixtures. Mixtures can be separated by processes 
such as filtration. Polymers have many useful applications. 

Physics

Forces are pushes or pulls, and if a force causes an object to move 
then work is done and energy is transferred. Energy can be 
transferred usefully, stored or dissipated, but cannot be created 
or destroyed. A braking force will cause an energy transfer that 
makes a vehicle slow down and heats the brakes. The braking 
distance of a vehicle depends on many different things, such as 
the speed of the vehicle. 

The energy resources available to use may be divided into 
renewable and non-renewable. Energy can also be released from 
atoms, which contain smaller particles such as neutrons and 
protons in the nucleus, because atoms can break down to emit 
particles or gamma rays. 

Working scientifically: Develop scientific ideas through investigating, 

exploring, observing and testing. Skills that will be developed are;

• Develop scientific understanding through scientific methods and 

models

• Develop hypothesis based on scientific theories

• Describe a practical procedure for a specified purpose. 

• Explain why a given practical procedure is well designed for its 

specified purpose.

• Explain the need to manipulate and control variables. 

• Apply understanding of apparatus and techniques to suggest a 

procedure for a specified purpose.

• Analyse and evaluate investigation using mathematical and statistical 

analysis.

Assessments: 4 high controlled assessments
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